
The BBCC Speed & Light Photomarathon 
 

White Sands Park – at Art In The Park / Camera Club Info table 

Sat 28 May 9am - 12 noon 

 

About the Event 
 
The BBCC Speed & Light Photomarathon is a digital photo competition where you have 3 hours to 
take 6 pictures on 6 topics that will be given to you on the day. 
 
Please register prior to 9am on the day of the Photomarathon. At 9am you will be issued with the 6 
topics. You will then have 3 hours to shoot one image per topic, in the same order as the topics are 
listed. You must bring your memory card back to the start by 12 midday. We will copy your images, 
distribute them to a number of judges, and the winners will be notified later. All images will be made 
available for viewing online as soon as possible after the event.  
 
 
 

The Rules 
 
1. The BBCC Speed & Light Photomarathon is an entirely digital event. You can take part with a 
digital camera or mobile phone.  
 
2. You must capture 6 images on 6 given topics - one per topic - in the same order that the topics 
appear on the list given to you. This means that topic 1 is first on the memory card, followed by topic 
2, 3, 4 etc. You can take as many images as you want, but you must delete all of your unwanted 
images prior to the end of the event.  
 
3. All photographs must be taken on the day of the Photomarathon event between 9am and 12 
midday. 
 
4. All images must be taken on the same camera. 
 
5. All images must be shot as JPEG files. RAW files will not be accepted. 
 
6. You are free to use flashguns, filters and tripods. 
 
7. You can travel by any means available to anywhere you want to take your photos. 
 
8. You are not permitted to edit the images, use any image-processing programs or use images that 
are not taken during the Photomarathon. You are not permitted to amend the filename or any exif-
data related to the images. Any manipulation (or suspected manipulation) of the image or its 
metadata will cause the entry to be disqualified. This decision will be at the discretion of the judges 
and/or the organisers of the event and is final. 
 
8. The event is a fun event and minor breaches of the above rules made accidentally and not 
affecting the outcome of the competition will be allowed, so don't stress about them too much! 
 


